




Which version of Design for 
Social Change are you most 
drawn to in this talk?







William Morris and the Arts and Crafts Movement, 1880s



https://www.history.com/news/second-industrial-
revolution-advances

https://urbanformation.wordpress.com/2019/11/06/book-
review-charles-booths-london-poverty-maps/
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William Morris and the Arts and Crafts Movement, 1880s

‘Turn our artists into craftsmen and our 
craftsmen into artists’

no artist/craftsman distinction

small workshop

ideal:  client - craftsman relationship 
rather than goods for speculative market

good design

simplicity + honesty





Guild of Handicraft   f.C.R. Ashbee, 1888 Chipping Camden
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Jan Tschichold
The Professional Photographer - his 
work, his tools Basle 1928







De-la-Warr Pavillion, Bexhill-on-Sea

Erich Mendelsohn and Serge Chermayeff 1935 



Carnival parade in Frankfurt, 1929. Source: @ClaasGefroi
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people how their municipal taxes were being spent: so 
there were charts and diagrams about the new housing 
program, the fight against tuberculosis, and welfare of 
all kinds. This reflects the urgency of particular health 
problems in Vienna at that time and the notable public 
housing policy of the city. Neurath later explained the 
ideas behind the Gesellschafts- und Wirtschaftsmuseum: 

… understanding of all kinds of local planning needs 
some general understanding of social interrelations, 
history and comparative social engineering. (Neurath, 
1942b)

The museum aimed to enfranchise people by explain-
ing to them how they fitted into the world’s complex of 
interconnections.
 From his early years as an economist Otto Neurath 
had always taken statistics seriously. He was aware that 
historically they had sometimes been used in an undem-
ocratic way but he felt that they could serve as a tool in 

the struggle for equality. He believed in the empowering 
potential of statistical information (Neurath, 1927).
 In some ways Isotype offered an alternative to verbal 
language – ‘Words divide, pictures unite’ was one of 
Neurath’s catchphrases. He saw the potential in using 
simplified pictures for informing less educated adults, 
and schoolchildren, but also for international commu-
nication. The Isotype pictograms were intended to be 
signs that spoke for themselves and bypassed verbal 
language in some ways. Yet Neurath never pretended that 
Isotype was a complete language suitable for replacing 
verbal language: he considered Isotype to be an auxiliary 
language, which could only make coarse representations 
and which almost always needed some verbal elements 
to explain it (Neurath, 1936, pp.18–22). He summarized 
this concisely by stating: ‘It is very important to stress the 
fact that the impressiveness of visual representation is in 
part balanced by the reduction of possible multiplicity’ 
(Neurath, 2010).

Figure 1. Otto Neurath, 1938. Figure 2. Gesellschafts- und Wirtschaftsmuseum, New Town Hall, Vienna, c.1928.

Burke, C. (2009). Isotype representing social facts
pictorially. Information Design Journal, 17(3), 211-223.
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The Isotype method

Isotype was distinguished not only by its graphic quali-
ties but also by the analytical principles behind it, which 
were articulated in writings by Otto Neurath. He was in a 
unique position to do this: as well as being an economist 
and social scientist, he was concerned with movements 
in both modern design and philosophy as the director 
of a housing association and a member of the Vienna 
Circle. He had also been fascinated since he was a boy 
with how information was conveyed visually.

Figure 3. Chart showing increase in provision of school 
meals by Vienna municipality, from the exhibition ‘Wien und 
die Wiener’ (Vienna and the Viennese), 1927. This is quite an 
early chart but the Vienna Method is already established: 
each pictogram represents 2000 of either kindergarten or 
secondary schoolchildren who have school meals. Here the 
source statistics appear on the chart (bottom right), but this 
practice was soon discontinued, as can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Chart showing relative unemployment in various 
countries. 1931. In comparison with Figure 3, the graphic 
refinement brought by Gerd Arntz is evident.

Figures 5 & 6. Example of first bad and then good statistical 
charts, according to Neurath (1936, pp. 75 & 77).
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Figure 14. Source statistics for the chart in Figure 13, included in an appendix to Gesellschaft und Wirtschaft. The pictorial chart 
is more immediately informative in graphic terms, indicating the general trend clearly.

Figure 15. Pages from Ronald Davison, Social security: the 
story of British social progress and the Beveridge plan. London: 
Harrap, 1943. Produced with the support of the Ministry of 
Information.

needs, but that they showed how this method of visual 
education worked for discussing high-level content at a 
low level of the school curriculum (Neurath, 2010).
 As the original, political context of Red Vienna was 
left behind, when the Neuraths and other members of 
the team were forced into exile, Isotype progressed more 
towards a goal of neutrality, of presenting facts for people 
to make their own conclusions. The Neuraths were in 
Britain at the beginning of the welfare state and ‘visual-
ized’ a booklet about the new social security system there 
(Figure 15). After Otto Neurath’s death in 1945, Marie 
Neurath continued to direct the Isotype Institute until 
her retirement in 1972.
 A real test of the international ambitions of Isotype, 
as Marie Neurath saw it, was the project for Western 
Nigeria in the 1950s. She went on several lengthy visits 
to research the design of information for civic educa-
tion and election procedure. As soon as she arrived, she 
threw away the plans she had already made and started 
again, thinking how to adapt Isotype for Africa. She went 
back with proofs of her booklets to test them out in real 
situations. Officials in Western Nigeria were convinced 
that the increased turnout in elections was due to the 
Isotype publications (Figure 16).

Burke, C. (2009). Isotype representing social facts
pictorially. Information Design Journal, 17(3), 211-223.



Gesellschaft und Wirtschaft, 1930

http://isotyperevisited.org/2009/09/gesellsc
haft-und-wirtschaft.html
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“An Unused Esperanto”: Internationalism and Pictographic Design, 1930–70

unlikely candidates for the prodigious labors of cultural transforma-
tion with which McLuhan charged them. If his evocation appears 
opaque or strange to us today, however, I suggest that it is because 
we have largely lost the thread of a persistent narrative of “universal” 
or “international” pictographic language that extended from the 
interwar decades through the late 1960s, in which such images 
were posited as a means to achieve international communication 
and global peace. Like McLuhan, the visual communicators who 
developed graphic strategies for the representation of social facts 

Figure 1 
Pictograph Corporation chart: “Our Jobs Change.” From Rudolf Modley and 

Dyno Lowenstein, Pictographs and Graphs: How to Make and Use Them, 1952. 
New York: Harper. Courtesy of HarperCollins.

Bresnahan, K. (2011). “An Unused
Esperanto”: Internationalism and 
Pictographic Design, 1930–70. Design and 
Culture, 3(1), 5-24.
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Keith Bresnahan

Conevery A. Bolton has suggested that such images, which 
were “seen by other public health educators as important tools in 
promoting Parran’s message,” likely spurred other commissions of 
pictorial statistics in public health education programs – including 
Pictograph Corp. charts for fighting tuberculosis for the City of New 
York Department of Health in 1937–9, and ISOTYPE charts for the 
National Tuberculosis Association in 1938–42 (Bolton 1998: 303).5

By 1942, a review of Modley’s work noted that the pictograph 
“has come to occupy a leading position among graphs designed 

Figure 4 
Pictorial Statistics, Inc. chart: “How Syphilis Spreads.”  

Reprinted in Survey Graphic, July 1936.

Bresnahan, K. (2011). “An Unused
Esperanto”: Internationalism and 
Pictographic Design, 1930–70. Design and 
Culture, 3(1), 5-24.



Bresnahan, K. (2011). “An Unused
Esperanto”: Internationalism and 
Pictographic Design, 1930–70. Design and 
Culture, 3(1), 5-24.
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Keith Bresnahan

in its worth as a tool for designers seeking to employ pictographs for 
communication but rather as a historical record of modern semiotic 
usage and as fodder for deconstruction (Figure 6). “Page after page 
provides fascinating material for semiotic analysis,” the reviewer 
noted, highlighting the problematic and often paradoxical relation-
ship between denotation and connotation, between arbitrary and 
motivated signs and between similar semiotic concepts. “Particularly 
striking is the emergence in the older pictographs of latent national, 
ethnic and social assumptions in what were once regarded as com-
pletely value-free symbols. . . . Used in this way, the publication 
constitutes a useful and accessible source book on an increasingly 
important aspect of cultural history” (Ashwin 1979: 343–4).

At the same time as new theoretical paradigms were breaking 
down the modernist narrative of universal humanism, they were 
also focusing on popular forms of communication, mass media 
and consumer society as significant sites of cultural meaning. Such 
approaches, whether valorizing or critical, seemed to suggest that 
in the same decades that Neurath, Modley, Mead and others were 
arguing for a new model of communication to unite “technological 
man” across barriers of culture, language and ideology, an interna-
tional vernacular had in fact taken root, in those same commodity 
forms and modes of mass entertainment McLuhan had identified 
as supporting the power of a “language of visual form” (McLuhan 
1995: 313).

A connection between pictographic communication and popular 
forms of film, television, comic books, photojournalism, posters and 
illustrated magazines had been acknowledged from an early point 
by the innovators of pictographic design, who frequently cited the 
power and appeal of these forms as supporting the adoption of pic-
tographic languages for the communication problems of the global 
age; Kaempffert’s 1933 introduction of ISOTYPE to the readers of 
the New York Times Magazine described the pictograph as being 
as “international in its appeal and as unmistakable in its point as a 
Mickey Mouse animated cartoon” (Kaempffert 1933: 9).

In 1926, the year following the opening of the Museum of Society 
and Economy, Neurath asserted:

Figure 6 
“Pictograph Corporation Symbols” from Rudolf Modley, Handbook of Pictorial Symbols. 1976. 

New York: Dover Publications. Courtesy of Dover Publications.
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superpower in expensive armed conflict 
high national debt

economic recession 
rising price of oil and other commodities

high inflation  
loss of expendable income

political unrest 
move from party politics to issue-based 

concerns
linking of everyday concerns to global 

ones



Superstudio and the “Refusal to Work”
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introduce foreign bodies into the system: objects with the 
greatest possible number of sensory properties (chromatic, 
tactile, etc.), charged with symbolism and images with the 
aim of attracting attention, or arousing interest, of serving as 
a demonstration and inspiring action and behavior. Objects in 
short that succeed in modifying the container-unit and involv-
ing it totally together with its occupier. (Superstudio, “Inven-
tory,” in Lang and Menking 2003, 166)

It is worth pausing to consider the broader implications of this pas-
sage, for what Superstudio calls for here is a shift in emphasis from 
the designer to the user. To repeat, the sorts of objects they intended 
to produce should “inspire action” and thus help to activate the user 
to take full ownership over his or her living conditions. The best way 
to do this was to produce intentionally disruptive objects, ones that 
get in the inhabitant’s way, that draw one’s attention to their (per-
haps unwanted) presence, that wake the user up to the environment 
in which he or she is situated. Thus, with a series of overwhelm-
ingly and intentionally gauche objects produced in the late 1960s, 
Superstudio used bad taste as a weapon against modernism’s staid 
interiors.8 Witness, for example, the profusion of faux fur in their cel-
ebrated Bazaar Sofa (Figure 1). Natalini articulates the group’s ulti-
mate charge thus:

Our problem is to go on producing objects, big brightly-colored 
cumbersome useful and full of surprises, to live with them and 

Figure 1
Superstudio (A. Natalini, C. Toraldo di Francia, R. Magris, G. P. Frassinelli, A. 

Magris, and A. Poli), Bazaar Sofa (1969). © Gian Piero Frassinelli. Photo: Centre 
Pompidou, MNAM-CCI, Dist. RMN-Grand Palais/Georges Meguerditchian/Art 

Resource, NY.
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Superstudio and the 
“Refusal to Work”
Ross K. Elfline

ABSTRACT The Italian Radical Architecture col-
lective Superstudio was infamous for their refusal to 
participate in architectural design. Their muteness 
was directed, however: they did not wish to secede 
entirely from architectural discourse, it was building 
from which they withdrew. This essay investigates 
Superstudio’s negation alongside Italian leftist 
attempts to recast the meaning of work. From the 
alienation of assembly line production to a more 
holistic form of labor, this shift in the nature of work 
privileged the individual sovereignty of citizens and 
workers. This emphasis on creative autonomy in-
forms a new reading of Superstudio’s Supersurface 
as well as their Histograms.

KEYWORDS: Superstudio, Radical Architecture, Autono-
mia, Mario Tronti, Supersurface, Histograms, work, labor

In an infamous lecture presented at London’s Architectural 
Association in 1971, Adolfo Natalini, founder of the Italian Radi-
cal Architecture collective Superstudio, belligerently announced 
the group’s exodus from design practice, by stating:

Ross Elfline is Assistant Professor 
of Art History at Carleton College, 

where he teaches the history of 
art and architecture since 1945. 
His current research focuses on 

Radical Architecture in Italy, Austria, 
Britain, and America in the 1960s 

and 1970s, with particular emphasis 
on the Italian avant-garde collective 
Superstudio, the subject of his book 
manuscript. His additional research 

interests include conceptual art in 
America and Europe; the history and 

theory of the neo-avant-garde; sound 
art; and poststructuralist, feminist, 

and queer theories.
relefline@carleton.edu
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Here we see that the creation of fundamentally mute objects was 
intended to banish any sense of status anxiety or what Baudrillard 
had termed “the political economy of the sign” (Baudrillard 1981, 
143–63). Absent the signifying relationships that serve only to but-
tress the existing power dynamics in an advanced capitalist culture, 
the autonomous urban resident rediscovers an unmediated connec-
tion to the viscera of everyday life. And so the Quaderna objects, 
with their blankly utilitarian character, would point only to their ulti-
mate use, allowing the user freedom to engage with them directly. 
The abstraction and organization of one’s domestic sign system 
is, according to Superstudio, part and parcel with the division of 
labor and psychic subservience the worker experiences as well. The 
end of such production practices would similarly free the individ-
ual worker to “find the full development of his possibilities.” Design 
reform and labor reform, then, both take on the regimentation of 
everyday life. Naturally, this is a tall order for a chair or a bench, 
and the reductive look of such furniture, produced by an elite Italian 
design company, could still become co-opted by a high modernist 

Figure 3
Superstudio (A. Natalini, C. Toraldo di Francia, R. Magris, G. P. Frassinelli, A. Magris, and A. Poli), Quaderna 

Bench (1971). © Gian Piero Frassinelli. Photo: Centre Pompidou, MNAM-CCI, Dist. RMN-Grand Palais/
Georges Meguerditchian/Art Resource, NY.
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Superstudio. Italy. From Life-Supersurface (Fruits and Wine) 1971
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https://www.thedailybeast.com/occupy-
wall-street-protesters-not-bankers-
arrested-in-new-york





https://www.economicshelp.org/blog/5326/economics/government-
spending/



https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gdp-
sinks-48-in-the-first-quarter---biggest-drop-
since-2008-and-worst-is-yet-to-come-2020-
04-29
US Economy

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gdp-sinks-48-in-the-first-quarter---biggest-drop-since-2008-and-worst-is-yet-to-come-2020-04-29
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"""""" Definitions)from)literature!!
(from!indicative!literature!unless!stated!

otherwise)!)

Summary) Indicative)literature)

Social"Design" The"collective"task"of"developing"an"
artefact"or"putting"in"place"processes"
for"the"public"good."

Often"used"as"a"‘catch"all’"term"for"designing"that"has"a"social"
(rather"than"commercial)"orientation."Encompassing"some"of"the"
fields"below"in"this"table"(Armstrong,"Bailey,"Julier,"&"Kimbell,"
2014),"Social"Design"addresses"multiple"situations,"largely"design"
for"political"exchanges"with"the"public"sector,"but"also"some"
community"based"work."Focusing"on"outcomes"that"produce"‘social"
value’,"social"design"is"open"enough"to"encompass"designing"that"
both"supports"and"challenges"the"status"quo.""

Chen,"LuRLin,"Hummels,"
&"Koskinen,"2016U"
Dourish,"2010"

Social"Innovation" Driven"by"‘bottom"up’"collaboration"
to"develop"new"ideas"from"existing"
elements.""

As"Social"Design"above,"Social"Innovation"has"a"broad"enough"
meaning"to"encompass"a"wide"variety"of"design"activities."It"is"
differentiable"from"Social"Design"in"its"theoretical"focus"on"socially"
enabled"process"rather"than"socially"valuable"outcomes,"though"
both"advocate"similar"design"processes.""

Manzini,"2014U"Mazé,"
2014U"Mulgan,"Tucker,"
Ali,"&"Sanders,"2007""

Responsible"
Innovation"

An"emerging"concept"in"the"EU"
context"that"highlights"the"relevance"
of"socialRethical"issues"in"research"
and"innovation"practices"(OZSW,"
2019)."

Perhaps"the"inheritor"of"Victor"Papanek’s"Responsible"Design"
(1971),"this"seeks"to"develop"innovation"processes"that"are"
environmentally"sustainable,"convivial,"and"humane."Responsible"
Innovation"typically"involves"participatory"and"coRdesign"processes.""

Blok"&"Lemmens,"2015"

Utopian,"Molecular"
and"Sociological"
Social"Design"

Socially"oriented"or"otherwise"ethical"
design"practiced"towards"a"
sociological"agenda."

Koskinen"and"Hush"(2016)"further"characterise"Social"Design"into"
three"distinctive"phenomena"

●"design"towards"utopian"futures—Buckminster"Fuller’s"Design"
Science"as"an"example"(Fuller,"1971)""

●"Molecular!Social"Design"towards"incremental"change—"such"as"
contemporary"forms"of"ethical"design"practices"

●"Sociological"Social"Design—"in"which"a"larger"sociological"
conception"of"change"is"held."""""

Koskinen"&"Hush,"2016"

Nash, Callum and Briggs, Jo (2019) All Innovation is Social. 
In: International Association of Societies of Design Research
Conference 2019 (IASDR 2019): Design Revolutions, 2-5 Sep
2019, Manchester, UK. 
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Design"and"Publics." Designing"publics"refers"both"to"the"
way"publics"arise"out"of"design"
interventions"and"to"the"generative"
action"publics"take—how"they"‘do"
design’"as"they"mobilize"and"act"in"
the"world.’"(MIT"Press,"2019)."

‘Publics’"as"used"here"refers"to"Dewey’s"analysis"of"political"
movements"of"being"affinities"of"selfRinterest"(1927)."As"it"is"highly"
individualising—in"this"theory"it"makes"no"sense"that"a"white"male"
would"support"movements"against"racism"or"patriarchy—this"
conceptual"device"is"cited"as"giving"us"a"means"of"designing"
interactions"that"can"leverage"selfRinterest"into"collective"action"and"
supporting"social"change."There"is"some"variation"of"terminologyU"
Designing!for!Publics!and"Designing!Publics!refers"to"taking"the"
designing"to"a"public"or"mobilising"(new)"publics."Designing!with!
Publics!is"collaborative"design"towards"mapping"existing"publics.""

Le"Dantec,"2016U"Light"&"
Briggs,"2017"

Contestational"
DesignU"Agonistic"
Pluralism"

Aims"to"promote"particular"agendas"
in"contested"political"arenas"(Hirsch,"
2008)."

Designing"ambiguous"or"controversial"spaces"and"interactions"in"
the"community"where"opinion"can"be"crystallised"or"deconstructed."
Borrows"from"a"Marxist,"rather"than"Deweyian"conception"of"social"
formation,"in"which"the"individual"is"subsumed"and"produced"by"
social"relations,"rather"than"individually"relating"to"them."This"
places"the"focus"of"designing"towards"effecting"discourse"rather"
than"affecting"the"individual."

Julier"et"al.,"2016U"Korn"
&"Voida,"2015U"Mouffe,"
2009"

Citizen/"Citizenship"
Design/"
Design"as"
Citizenship"

Designing"as"‘activist"citizen’"or"
through"collaboration"with"citizens"to"
generate"responses"to"emerging"
problems,"political"issues"and"social"
phenomena."

More"disparate"than"other"philosophies"and"approaches"listed"here,"
but"has"a"distinctive"positioning"of"the"designer"as"both"constituted"
by"and"constituting"their"socioRpolitical"relations."Designer"as"an"
actor"in"the"political"relations"that"(re)produce"them."

Grout,"2018U"Heller"&"
Vienne,"2003U"Lewis,"
2017"

Design"Activism" Design"playing"a"central"role"in"
promoting"social"change,"raising"
awareness"about"values"and"beliefs,"
and"questioning"the"constraints"of"
mass"production"and"consumerism."

The"literature"is"associated"mostly"with"the"production"of"artefacts"
for"propaganda"purposes."However,"broader"manifestations"
through"objects"and"services"concerning"the"design"of"and"towards"
activism"also"specifies"the"use"of"design"for"radical"political"
purposes.""

DiSalvo,"2016U"
Markussen,"2011"

Digital"Civics" Uses"digital"technologies"to"
empower"citizens."

Broadly"encompasses"designing"technology"for"the"relationships"
between"people"and"the"state,"and"each"other"in"civic"
responsibility."Typically"mobilised"through"a"civic"university"
research"agenda."Draws"on"participatory"and"coRdesign"methods."

Olivier"&"Wright,"2015U"
Vlachokyriakos"et"al.,"
2017"

Nash, Callum and Briggs, Jo (2019) All Innovation is Social. 
In: International Association of Societies of Design Research
Conference 2019 (IASDR 2019): Design Revolutions, 2-5 Sep
2019, Manchester, UK. 





Which version of Design for 
Social Change are you most 
drawn to in this talk?














